Kramer KL11 - Oldtimer Tractor
Sound Effects Library
(Sound of Essen 002)
105 .wav files + .ods & .pdf file sheet + mic positions + pictures
96 kHz / 24 bit
metadata added in Soundly

Thank you for purchasing the Kramer KL11 Sound Effects Library. A certain amount of the
revenue will be forwarded to the charity „Bulldogs for Kidz e.V.“ (http://bulldogsforkids.de/)
which supports kids in need.
The library was created with the vintage tractor Kramer KL 11. It was on a field in Germany
on one of the first days of autumn in the Ruhr Area. For the individual microphones and
positions see the „data sheet“ (pdf or ods) and the jpeg „mic positions“.
Some sounds have been recorded in AB stereo. A diy stereo bar was used in app. 60cm
distance. Sometimes the file says „mid mic“. In the middle of the AB set up a shotgun mic
was placed for more mid information. When Mid-Side stereo was used, it was also set up
in between the AB mics. M is the mid mic ans S the side mic. You can mix your own 5.1
from the M/S and AB files, we suggest to add the bass from the ab to the front m/s mics
too. The Cylinder Mic is an DPA 4061 placed next to the cylinder head, iunder the hood
in the middle. The Belt Mic is in front, also under the hood at the fan belt. Exhaust MIC is
at the exhaust and Boom Mic was placed app. 60Cm away from the tractor on a boom
facing the engine from the side. Mixdown is a stereo mix of the four mics for fast editing.
Loop means the file is a seamless loop. Files of one take transition into each other. (For
example all files from Take1 can be played in the order of their numbers)
The tractor was build in 1955 in Germany. It is a four stroke single cylinder engine. No
cabine and the Diesel motor delivers 11HP.
On two bonus recordings a Lanz LK30 potato spinner was attached to the tractor.
If the library is updated, you will be notified and get it free of charge.
In case you have any questions, suggestions etc. don't hesitate to contact me at
nils@itd-music.com .
For more sounds and free downloads check:
www.soundofessen.com

